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Nothing to know much more about me!
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A Confusing Question...! ! !
 
Nature is what, a question in my mind...
Why it attracts, a question in my mind...
I told them what, the question in my mind...
All as reply; money, money, money...
Is the answer really right, again a question in my mind...
All as told- of course, the answer is right...
I confused and once again, a question in my mind...
What's all said money, it was very funny...
All told- money isn't nature; although it attracts us...
Hence your question was wrong... and you are confused!
Well, i said you all a little confused...
The question is right...
This time, all asked and i answered...
Oh! My dear, money doesn't attracts...
It shows you only it's need, what you said i just confused...
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Ants Are Great!
 
Ants are great...
They never wait...
They don't need rest...
Even for a whilst.
 
They never waste,
Their time taking rest...
Even for a trice,
They think it twice...
That's why i think, they are verily wise!
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Bitter Or Sour
 
Ants to Elephants,
Frogs to Dogs,
More and more...
More to Dinosaur...
I'm not so sure,
But i know...
What they show.
 
Ants the sore one...
Wasps the bitter,
Birds when twitter...
They look so sweeter!
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Courage
 
Courage is what?
I just thought...
After thinking...
My eyes blinking...
Asked a friend...
Just as a trend...
He just tried...
I too verified...
First i got, as i said...
Let me guess, in the veld...
When i said...
He just cried...
I too got, let me say...
It's all right...
Refused to fight...
He as told, the absence of fear...
Oh! My dear, it isn't the absence of fear...
Instead it's just the victory over...
Over what? As he asked...
I then told, just over fear...! ! !
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Sun- The Ultimate Source Of Energy
 
Ultimate source of energy!
Even to sedge, and the ants...
More and more, more to dinosaur...
Provides to all, whatever it can...
 
Such a star, if get's extinguished!
Would the world be live...?
Neither and never, never forever...
The earth, will be vie frozen...
 
But no one is vague,
Either the world will end in ice...
Or in fire!
 
If i got a chance,
I would thwart the one with ice...
As and ever, sun can never...
Extinguish forever!
 
So i would favour...
To those with fire,
And never to those,
One with ice in favour!
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Tree's The Best!
 
Tree's the best,
Never take rest...
Never ever try,
To be woe and to cry!
 
And to be satisfied,
Never ever tried....
Neither any whim,
Nor any grim!
 
Always serve everyone,
Never thwart anyone...
Neither became ail,
Nor tried to yell!
 
They are passive,
Are always embracive...
They neither emulate,
They never irritate!
 
That's why i said...
Trees are the best!
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